CASE STUDY

ASCENDI GROUP
MANAGES GEOGRAPHIC
DATA USING WEB PORTAL

IDENTIFYING GOALS
Ascendi Group manages a network of 3,000 km of
transport infrastructure concessions, generally including
responsibility for design, construction, funding, operation,
and maintenance. Additionally, Ascendi developed special
skills in toll collection services, acting today as one of
the world-leading private companies in toll collection by
multi-lane free flow schemes. In Portugal, Ascendi Group
is a leading player in road construction and maintenance,
and has decisively contributed to the improvement and
modernization of the country’s road network. With a large
transportation network managed directly by Ascendi, the
company had a huge amount of data it needed to store and
manage, such as drawings, bulletins, and reports.

This system attributes
a classification to our
maintenance status, which
helps us better account for
the level of maintenance and/
or repairs to our infrastructure
in our yearly budgets.

Because Ascendi serves so many locations, employees often
made several trips (sometimes three or four hours away) to
capture data of the traffic flow at newly opened roads. Several
assets were scattered throughout the company and most of
the archives in paper or digital (CD/DVD) formats could only be
shared at Ascendi’s head offices. When branch offices needed
information, multiple departments would often request the
same data from the technical department.
To streamline this information flow, Ascendi searched for a
single information source to replace paper and digital formats,
and more easily distribute dataacross its organization.

OVERCOMING CHALLENGES
•

Create a platform comprising the life cycle of a motorway,
giving Ascendi instant information concerning each stage
of the roadway construction process

•

Establish a system that integrates all information from the
company’s multiple databases

•

Grant easy access to data using a web-based system

The first stage of the Ascendi GIS site – called GISA – leveraged
GeoMedia and a Microsoft® SQL Server® database. This new
site incorporated highway data (extensions, interchanges, dates,
and contracts) from the “construction” phase of its highways.
This stage of the project allowed Ascendi to archive planning
and budgetary documents, create a shared data repository
for design information, and globally manage the expropriated
land parcels in terms of owners, field areas, delivery dates, and
more. Ascendi was also able to enhance production control
with the use of thematic maps. Ascendi’s next step was to
further enhance GISA using Intergraph’s WebMap Publisher and
GeoMedia Professional.
To do this, Ascendi developed a back office system to more
easily insert files from motorway design categories, such as
alignment, drainage, road signs, and more.

REALIZING RESULTS
Initially, Ascendi needed to group all digital information
(AutoCAD files) regarding the motorway design for its
subsequent stage of the computer-aided design server. Ascendi
worked with Intergraph® to calibrate its entire network using
GeoMedia® Transportation Manager to define the substretches comprising its motorways network.
Once the team grouped the digital information, it added
alphanumerical information, including geo-referenced images,
related to eachitem (motorway, interchanges, lots, and engineering
structures)and began building its internal/external web application.

GISA gives Ascendi a visual, real-time representation of its road networks.
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